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Holiday Voucher Codes Now Available For UK Travellers!
United Kingdom - The global financial crisis has hit the United Kingdom’s travel
industry very hard. Travel agents are scrambling to get people to take their holidays.
Resort areas are offering slashed prices in an effort to attract travellers. According to
Google trends, the combination of the H1N1 virus and the financial crisis is keeping
many people from travel.
“Those who are seeking a way to travel are looking at places that are not only
inexpensive, but also medically safe,” said Jiemin Gu of YooTravel, an internet based
travel agency. “Although people still have the desire to get away for their holidays, they
are very mindful of both the H1N1 virus as well as the cost of travel. Both of these
factors weigh heavily upon the travel industry and has caused it to suffer in recent
months.”
According to trends reported on Google
(http://www.google.com/trends?q=holiday&geo=gbr&sa=N), the UK traveler is paying
close attention to budget when planning their holiday travel this year. Budget played a
very large factor when determining travel for those in the UK in both 2008 and 2009. It is
expected to do the same in 2010. Those who live in the UK are very mindful of the effect
of the budget on their plans and are structuring their holidays with budget in mind,
according to reports.
“The average person in the UK cannot be dismissive of the budget factor,” said Jiemin
Gu. “They are very conscious of what things cost and are looking for the best deals
possible when it comes to travel.”
One way that UK travellers can save money when planning their holidays is to take
advantage of los cost holidays voucher codes offered by companies like YooTravel.
According to Jiemin Gu, YooTravel, a professional company, has been diligently
searching for the best prices for UK travellers who are seeking to make their holiday
plans.
“UK travellers can get First Choice voucher codes as well as Thomson voucher codes to
save even more money when they book their holiday plans online,” said Jiemin Gu “This
can save the average traveler a tidy sum when they are booking their holiday plans.”
The financial crisis is still looming ahead for most of those in the United Kingdom, but

the good news is that professional companies like YooTravel are helping consumers find
the best deals when it comes to making their travel plans. By offering low cost holidays
voucher codes, someone who wants to book their holiday excursion online can do so with
confidence. They can input the voucher code that they get from YooTravel into the
computer when they make their plans and save money.
“UK Travellers do not have to be housebound because of the economy any longer,” said
Jiemin Gu. “With YooTravel, they can find low cost holidays voucher codes, including
First Choice voucher codes and Thomson voucher codes, that will open up new options
for them with regard to where they wish to take their holidays.”
Those who want to discover more about obtaining travel voucher codes should visit
http://www.yootravel.co.uk
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